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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to radiotelephones and to methods for coupling of acoustic energy into and out of electronic devices.

[0002] Acoustic transducers of all types for use in audio communication systems have a long history of development. To a large degree, the race between improvements in transducer characteristics and the adaptations of electronic circuitry to optimally interface with any given transducer has proven to be a virtual marathon. Early microphones and speakers based largely on mechanical principles gave way to variable resistance/variable electromagnet types that better lent themselves to improved amplification and frequency response performance. Often times, the transducer types and characteristics were adapted to exploit newly available capabilities of electronic devices - low noise FETs (high impedance), feedback networks (passband tailoring), and current mirror amplifiers (low impedance). With the advent of highly sophisticated cellular radiophone systems with their dramatically improved signal-to-noise ratios, the acoustic quality of their input and output audio devices has come under close scrutiny. So have their costs.

[0003] Descriptions of typical prior art approaches to acoustic coupling techniques for use with electronic devices may be found in a number of U.S. patents. Regarding the overall concept of combining an acoustic horn as the output device for a portable radio, see U.S. Patent 3,748,583 to Anderson et al. In particular therein, note the use of a folded hyperbolic acoustical horn for directing audio toward a user.

[0004] European Patent 0 275 966 to Schön et al. discloses the inclusion of a sound-carrying conduit into a movable flap element used to cover the control pad of a telephone handset. The conduit is tapered to route input speech to a microphone within the handset via an admitting opening that aligns with the microphone input only with the flap opened to its maximum. No structural details of the sound-carrying conduit are given.

[0005] U.S. Patent 1,818,654 to Steuart discloses the use of a funnel-like mouthpiece which is coupled to an early (1931) telephone microphone via two rotating joints. The two joints allow both vertical and horizontal adjustability of a circular input opening via several tapered cylindrical tubes.

[0006] Other U.S. patents of general interest for their showings of acoustic horn structures or radiophone input sound I/O techniques are U.S. 5,384,844 to Rydebeck, 4,171,734 to Peveto et al., and 3,249,873 to White

[0007] Beyond the patent literature, the published technical literature also provides useful description regarding the desirable attributes of exponential horns for sound propagation. In particular, a 1924 A.I.E.E. article authored by C. R. Hanna et al. is of interest for its teaching of the theoretical considerations pertaining to the design of acoustic horns for best sound propagation.

[0008] It is therefore a primary object of the present invention to provide improved methods and apparatus for coupling acoustic energy into or out of electronic devices.

[0009] A further object of the present invention is to provide methods and apparatus for implementing an improved acoustic coupling capability based on a dual-purpose pivotable acoustic element.

[0010] A yet further object of the present invention is to provide an acoustic horn formed as an interior cavity within a pivotable flip element configured for use as the input or output acoustic coupling element associated with a radiophone device.

[0011] According to one aspect of the invention, there is provided a radiophone, comprising: a main body portion, a microphone disposed in the main body portion, and a flip pivotally connected to the main body portion; and an acoustic horn formed as a shaped cavity interior of the flip, the acoustic horn having mouth and throat sections; characterized by: an acoustic coupler for pivotally coupling the flip to the main body portion of the radiophone and for channelling sound energy from the throat section of the acoustic horn into the main body of the radiophone where the sound can be directed to the microphone disposed therein; the acoustic coupler including at least one hinge pin for physically hinging a portion of the flip to a portion of the main body of the radiophone; and the hinge pin including an axial sound channel communicatively connected to the throat section of the acoustic horn for channelling sound from the acoustic horn into the main body of the radiophone such that sound emitted from the throat section of the acoustic horn is directed axially through the hinge pin.

[0012] According to a further aspect of the invention, there is provided a method for axially channelling sound through a hinge pin that pivotally connects a portion of the main body of a radiophone to a portion of a flip, characterized by the steps of: pivotally connecting a portion of the main body of the radiophone to a portion of a flip via a hinge pin such that the flip may be pivoted back and forth about the axis of the hinge pin through a range of pivotable movement; routing sound from a mouth section of an acoustic horn formed in the flip to a throat section of the horn; and directing sound from the throat section of the acoustic horn into and axially through a sound channel formed in the hinge pin and into the radiophone whereby the sound can be directed to a microphone disposed within the radiophone throughout the pivotable range of movement of the flip.

[0013] In a preferred embodiment, a flared acoustic horn of the exponential type is formed as an interior cavity within a flat, planar flip element associated with a cellular radiophone unit. The flip element is dual purpose, providing its conventional function of protecting and covering the radiophone user-activated dialing/ function
Additional objects and advantages of the invention will become apparent to those skilled in the art as the description proceeds with reference to the accompanying drawings wherein:

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a hand-held cellular radiophone unit embodying a flared acoustic horn as its acoustic input coupling element according to an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a plan view of an illustrative, basic acoustic horn in highly schematic form adapted to be formed into a flip cover of a radiophone unit;

FIG. 2A is a fragmentary plan view of an alternate acoustic horn arrangement for use with a further embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 3 is a perspective view of a flip cover (partially in phantom) showing additional mechanical and acoustic details of another alternate acoustic horn arrangement; and

FIG. 4 shows an alternate embodiment of an acoustic horn structure by way of an elevational view of the basic horn mouth.

The following describes specially formed and articulated passive acoustic elements advantageously coupled to active acoustic transducers to provide improved electroacoustic operation of and mechanical protection for radiophones embodying the acoustic elements.

Referring now to FIG. 1 there is shown a perspective view of a hand-held cellular phone unit embodying an acoustic horn as an input acoustic coupling element. The overall phone unit 10 is housed within a casing 12 having apertures 14 for radiating sound from an internally mounted speaker (not shown). The casing 12 carries a dual-purpose flip cover 16 pivotably mounted at its lower end and formed to include a flared acoustic horn that serves as an input energy coupling element for a microphone used with a transceiver disposed within the casing 12. The phone unit 10 further includes a display unit 18, a control key section 20 with the user-actuated key surfaces disposed in a key surface plane, and an antenna 22 - all as well known and conventionally constructed. Cellular phone units readily adapted for incorporating the unique features provided by the present invention are described in an Ericsson Inc. (of Research Triangle Park, North Carolina) Product Bulletin CEL4000 © 1995 and CEL4001 © 1995. The flip cover 16 is shown as pivoted to its deployed position via a pair of hinges 16H and 16@, and as having an input mouth aperture 24. When the phone unit is not in active use, the flip cover 16 may be pivoted to its closed position so as to closely cover and protect the control keys 20.

FIG. 2 is a plan view of an illustrative, basic acoustic horn in highly schematic form, specially configured for being formed into the flip cover 16. The sound collecting and channeling acoustic horn itself is formed as a flared cavity 26 within the cover 16, having a mouth or aperture end 24, and a throat end 28. At any point along the curved central axis 30 of the horn, between the mouth 24 and the throat 28, the incident sound pressure is at some intermediate value between its greatest pressure at the throat and its least pressure at the mouth. The actual manner in which the sound pressure varies is dependent on the rate of growth of its cross-sectional area. This cross-sectional growth is determined by the law under which the horn expands. In a preferred embodiment hereof, expansion is contemplated as being of the exponential type. As an exponential device, the horn 26 serves as a remarkably efficient impedance matching means between the source of the incident acoustic energy (or sound) at its mouth and its throat. When the throat 28 is properly routed via a suitable rotating acoustic joint 16@ to a microphone 32, the phone unit 10 of FIG. 1 is ideally adapted to provide its unique benefits to a cellular phone user.

Operationally, the basic exponential horn 26 may be configured to exhibit high frequency cutoff in the range of 3-5 kHz, and both rising to flat response curves may be obtained. By use of suitably positioned dampening elements, such as thin layers or discrete portions of foam/elastomeric materials (not shown), the actual operating characteristics of the horn 26 may be made to closely approach theoretically expected values.

Other acoustic horn types are contemplated for use in implementing further embodiments of the present invention. These may include horns of the conical type, parabolic type, hyperbolic type, plus other shapes and types.

FIG. 2A shows an alternate embodiment of an acoustic horn and its acoustic input arrangement which may be advantageously employed in an embodiment of the present invention. A modified horn 26’ is formed as previously described into a flip cover 16’, but has the acoustic input to its mouth or aperture end displaced to the top surface of the flip cover 16’ in the form of a plurality of suitably sized and shaped openings 24’. Therefore, the length of the horn 26’ stops a small distance short of the end of the flip 16’, and the input acoustic energy is coupled into the horn via the top openings 24’ - in lieu of the edge aperture 24 shown in FIG. 2. A number of small partition-like structures may extend between the upper and lower flip surfaces to provide strengthening of the horn in the vicinity of the openings 24’ - all of which provides an enhanced input arrangement for this alternate embodiment. Additional description of the partition-like structures will be described below in connection with the description of FIG. 4.
With brief reference to FIG. 3, additional mechanical and acoustic details of another alternate embodiment of the flip cover and its modified internal acoustic horn are provided. The cover 16° is generally planar in shape and is formed as a thin, flat member with a pair of hinge elements at one end. A pair of axial hinge pins 34 and 36 guide the rotation of the cover 16°, with pin 36 carrying an interior coaxial opening or channel 38 for routing the throat sound pressure to a microphone (not shown) mounted in the body of the phone unit 10.

In a particularly preferred embodiment, the flared horn 26° is (as is the flared horn 26° of FIG. 2A) rectangular in cross section and may extend up to 60 mm (about 2.3 inches) in length L from throat to mouth, not including a short transition channel connecting the throat 28 to the channel 38. Its aperture or mouth width W may be 40 mm (about 1.6 inches), and its aperture or mouth height H may be 1-2 mm. The physical extent and shape of the horn 26° are substantially the same as those of 26° of FIG. 2A; many of the identifying legends have been omitted to provide an uncluttered illustration. Phantom lines suggest the general outline of the horn 26° as well as a thin, rectangular cover element 29. One or more input openings 24° (two shown, illustratively) serve to couple the incident acoustic energy into the mouth of the horn 26°. The opening(s) 24° are formed into the top surface of the flip 16° so as to extend slightly beyond the edge of the cover 29.

For positive mechanical action, the hinge pivot pin areas may include suitable detenting means operative in combination with mating structures formed into the casing 12. For loss free coupling of acoustic pressure from the horns 26, 26', or 26* to the microphone 32, appropriate sealing means are called for. In the interest of simplicity of exposition, detenting and sealing means are not shown, their design and construction being well known.

The flip covers 16, 16', or 16° may be made of any of a number of high impact plastic materials. A particularly desirable feature of these plastics is their ability to be precision formed using existing and low cost manufacturing techniques. Thus, the interior cavity forming the outer boundaries of the various horn embodiments may be precisely and highly smoothly formed, thereby achieving highly efficient acoustic coupling structures.

Additional operating efficiency may be obtained in certain operating environments by use of the auxiliary horn structures suggested in FIG. 4. A plurality of thin partitions 42 inserted into the horn mouth 24 and extending for a significant fraction of the horn length divides the horn's input region into a number of smaller elementary sections. The length of these illustrative partitions is shown by the extent of the dotted lines 30P of FIG. 2. The partitions 42 function both to shape the directivity of the horns 26 by lessening their sensitivity to acoustic energy arriving at highly oblique angles, as well as to provide physical strengthening to flip covers 16.

When employed primarily for strengthening, as in the embodiment of FIG. 3, their physical length may be somewhat lessened.

The combination of an inexpensive passive acoustic device intimately coupled to an input microphone (or output speaker) associated with high quality radiophone units as taught herein provides significantly improved technical and operational performance of its associated radio communication system.

Although the invention has been described in terms of selected preferred embodiments, the invention should not be deemed limited thereto, since other embodiments and modifications will readily occur to one skilled in the art. For example, the description herein has set forth the use of an acoustic horn to couple incident sound to a microphone fixed to the housing of a radiophone device via a rotary acoustic joint. Clearly, acoustic reciprocity dictates that the methods and apparatus taught in the present invention are equally applicable to routing the output sound from interiorly mounted electromagnetic transducers via a rotary acoustic joint to an output acoustic horn. This, the transducer and horn together, through the rotary joint, would constitute a sound producing and directing speaker. Also, while the microphone 32 of FIG. 2 is shown as being mounted in close proximity to the throat of the horn 26, this need not be the case. So the microphone may be mounted in any convenient place within the radiophone unit by merely repositioning and/or extending the interconnecting acoustic path; and the size, shape, and locations of the input openings on the top surface of the flip cover may be varied for optimum performance, appearance, and user acceptance.

Claims

1. A radiotelephone (10), comprising:

   a main body portion (12), a microphone (32) disposed in the main body portion, and a flip (16) pivotally connected to the main body portion; and

   an acoustic horn (26) formed as a shaped cavity interior of the flip, the acoustic horn having mouth (24) and throat (28) sections;

   characterized by:

   an acoustic coupler for pivotally coupling the flip to the main body portion of the radiotelephone and for channelling sound energy from the throat section of the acoustic horn into the main body of the radiotelephone where the sound can be directed to the microphone disposed therein;

   the acoustic coupler including at least one hinge pin (34, 36) for physically hinging a por-
tion of the flip to a portion of the main body of the radiotelephone; and
the hinge pin including an axial sound channel (38) communicatively connected to the throat section of the acoustic horn for channelling sound from the acoustic horn into the main body of the radiotelephone such that sound emitted from the throat section of the acoustic horn is directed axially through the hinge pin.

2. The radiotelephone of Claim 1 further including user actuated keys (20) positioned in a key plane and wherein said flip is pivotable to be disposed adjacent to and parallel with said key plane to cover and protect said keys.

3. The radiotelephone of Claim 1 or 2, wherein the flip is continuously pivotable for angles less than 180 degrees and wherein the acoustic coupler is operative to channel sound from the acoustic horn into the main body of the radiotelephone throughout the angle of rotation of the flip.

4. The radiotelephone of any one of the preceding claims wherein the cross-sectional area of said acoustic horn expands exponentially from throat to mouth along a curved central horn axis (30).

5. The radiotelephone of Claim 4, wherein said flip includes one or more apertures (24) formed into its upper surface for coupling incident acoustic energy into said acoustic horn.

6. The radiotelephone of Claim 4, wherein the mouth of said acoustic horn further includes means for modifying horn input directivity.

7. The radiotelephone of Claim 6, wherein the means for modifying comprises at least one partitioned element (42) extending into the horn mouth along at least one line generally aligned with said curved central horn axis.

8. A method for axially channelling sound through a hinge pin (34,36) that pivotally connects a portion of the main body (12) of a radiotelephone (10) to a portion of a flip (16), characterized by the steps of:

   pivotally connecting a portion of the main body of the radiotelephone to a portion of a flip via a hinge pin such that the flip may be pivoted back and forth about the axis of the hinge pin through a range of pivotable movement;

   routing sound from a mouth section (24) of an acoustic horn (26) formed in the flip to a throat section (28) of the horn; and

   directing sound from the throat section of the acoustic horn into and axially through a sound channel (38) formed in the hinge pin and into the radiotelephone whereby the sound can be directed to a microphone (32) disposed within the radiotelephone throughout the pivotable range of movement of the flip.

9. The method as in Claim 8, wherein the sound is directed internally within and completely through the hinge pin.

Patentansprüche

1. Telefon (10), umfassend:

   einen Hauptkörperabschnitt (12), ein Mikrofon (32), das im Hauptkörperabschnitt angeordnet ist, und eine Klappe (16), welche schwenkbar mit dem Hauptkörperabschnitt verbunden ist; und

   ein akustisches Horn (26), das als geformter Hohlraum innerhalb der Klappe gebildet ist, wo bei das akustische Horn einen Mundabschnitt (24) und einen Halsabschnitt (28) hat; gekennzeichnet durch:

   einen akustischen Koppler zur schwenkbaren Kopplung der Klappe mit dem Hauptkörperabschnitt des Funktelefons und zur Kanalisierung von Schallenergie aus dem Halsabschnitt des akustischen Horns in den Hauptkörper des Funktelefons, wo der Schall zum dahin angeordneten Mikrofon geleitet werden kann;

   wobei der akustische Koppler mindestens einen Gelenkstift (34, 36) enthält, um einen Abschnitt der Klappe mit einem Abschnitt des Hauptkörpers des Funktelefons gelenkig zu verbinden; und

   wobei der Gelenkstift einen axialen Schallkanal (38) hat, der in Verbindung steht mit dem Halsabschnitt des akustischen Horns, um Schall aus dem akustischen Horn in den Hauptkörper des Funktelefons zu kanalisieren, so dass aus dem Halsabschnitt des akustischen Horns abgegebener Schall axial durch den Gelenkstift geleitet wird.

2. Funktelefon nach Anspruch 1, ferner umfassend vom Benutzer betätigte Tasten (20), die in einer Tastenebene positioniert sind, wobei die Klappe schwenkbar ist, um angrenzend an und parallel zu der Tastenebene angeordnet zu werden, um die Tasten abzudecken und zu schützen.
3. Funktelefon nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei die Klappe kontinuierlich schwenkbar ist für Winkel kleiner als 180°, und wobei der akustische Koppler den Schall aus dem akustischen Horn über den gesamten Rotationswinkel der Klappe in den Hauptkörper des Funktelefons kanalisieren kann.

4. Funktelefon nach einem der vorangehenden Ansprüche, wobei die Querschnittsfläche des akustischen Horns vom Hals zum Mund entlang einer gebogenen Zentralhornachse (30) sich exponentiell erweitert.

5. Funktelefon nach Anspruch 4, wobei die Klappe eine oder mehr Öffnungen (24) enthält, die in ihrer äußeren Oberfläche gebildet sind, um einfallende akustische Energie in das akustische Horn einzukoppeln.

6. Funktelefon nach Anspruch 4, wobei der Mund des akustischen Horns ferner Mittel zur Modifizierung der Horneingangs-Richtwirkung enthält.

7. Funktelefon nach Anspruch 6, wobei das Mittel zur Modifikation mindestens ein geteiltes Element (42) enthält, das sich in den Hornmund entlang mindestens einer Linie erstreckt, welche allgemein ausgerichtet ist mit der gebogenen Zentralhornachse.

8. Verfahren zur axialen Kanalisierung von Schall durch einen Gelenkstift (34, 36), welcher einen Abschnitt des Hauptkörpers (12) eines Funktelefons (10) mit einem Abschnitt einer Klappe (16) schwenkbar verbindet, gekennzeichnet durch die Schritte:

   a. Schwenkbares Verbinden eines Abschnitts des Hauptkörpers des Funktelefons mit einem Abschnitt einer Klappe über einen Gelenkstift, so dass die Klappe um die Achse des Gelenkstifts über einen Schwenkbewegungsbereich hin und her geschwenkt werden kann;

   b. Führen von Schall durch einen Mundabschnitt (24) eines akustischen Horns (26), das in der Klappe gebildet ist, zu einem Halsabschnitt (28) des Horns; und

   c. Leiten von Schall aus dem Halsabschnitt des akustischen Horns in und axial durch einen Schallkanal (38), der in dem Gelenkstift gebildet ist, und in das Funktelefon, wodurch der Schall zu einem Mikrofon (32) geleitet werden kann, das innerhalb des Funktelefons angeordnet ist, durch den Schwenkbewegungsbereich der Klappe hindurch.


5. Revendications

1. Radiotéléphone (10), comprenant :

   une partie de corps principal (12), un micropho-
   ne (32) disposé dans la partie de corps principal
   et un volet (16) accouplé de façon pivotante à
   la partie de corps principal, et
   un cornet acoustique (26) formé comme une
cavité intérieure du volet, de forme déterminée,
le cornet acoustique ayant des sections d'embr-
bouchure (24) et de col (28) ;

caractérisé par :

2. Radiotéléphone selon la revendication 1, compre-
nant en outre des touches (20) actionnées par l’utili-
sisateur, placées dans un plan de touches, et dans
lequel le volet peut pivoter pour être disposé de fa-
çon adjacente et parallèle au plan de touches, pour
couvrir et protéger ces touches.

3. Radiotéléphone selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans
lequel on peut faire pivoter le volet de façon conti-
nue sur des angles inférieurs à 180 degrés, et dans
lequel le coupleur acoustique canalise le son à par-
tir du cornet acoustique vers l'intérieur du corps princi-
pal du radiotéléphone, de façon qu'un son émis
par la section de col du cornet acoustique soit
dirigé axialement à travers le gond.

4. Radiotéléphone selon l'une quelconque des reven-
dications précédentes, dans lequel l'aire de section
droite du cornet acoustique augmente de façon expo-
tenielle à partir du col jusqu'à l'embouchure, le
long d'un axe central courbe (30) du cornet.
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5. Radiotéléphone selon la revendication 4, dans lequel le volet comprend une ou plusieurs ouvertures (24) formées dans sa surface supérieure pour coupler l'énergie acoustique incidente vers l'intérieur du cornet acoustique.

6. Radiotéléphone selon la revendication 4, dans lequel l'embouchure du cornet acoustique comprend en outre des moyens pour modifier la directivité d'entrée du cornet.

7. Radiotéléphone selon la revendication 6, dans lequel les moyens de modification comprennent au moins un élément cloisonné (42) s'étendant vers l'intérieur de l'embouchure du cornet le long d'au moins une ligne qui est de façon générale alignée avec l'axe central courbe du cornet.

8. Procédé pour canaliser du son de manière axiale à travers un gond (34, 36) qui accouple de façon pivotante une partie du corps principal (12) d'un radiotéléphone (10) à une partie d'un volet (16), caractérisé par les étapes suivantes :

   on accouple de façon pivotante une partie du corps principal du radiotéléphone à une partie du volet au moyen d'un gond, de façon qu'on puisse faire pivoter le volet en avant et en arrière autour de l'axe du gond sur une plage de mouvement de pivotement ;
   on dirige le son à partir d'une section d'embouchure (24) d'un cornet acoustique (26) formé dans le volet, jusqu'à une section de col (28) du cornet ; et
   on dirige le son à partir de la section de col du cornet acoustique pour qu'il entre et se propage axialement dans un canal sonore (38) formé dans le gond et pénètre dans le radiotéléphone, grâce à quoi le son peut être dirigé vers un microphone (32) disposé à l'intérieur du radiotéléphone, sur toute la plage de mouvement de pivotement du volet.

9. Procédé selon la revendication 8, dans lequel le son est dirigé de façon interne dans le gond et traverse entièrement celui-ci.